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The C-terminal domain (CTD) of the largest subunit of RNA polymerase II provides an anchoring point for a wide variety
of proteins involved in mRNA synthesis and processing. Most of what is known about CTD-protein interactions comes
from animal and yeast models. The consensus sequence and repetitive structure of the CTD is conserved strongly across
a wide range of organisms, implying that the same is true of many of its known functions. In some eukaryotic groups,
however, the CTD has been allowed to degenerate, suggesting a comparable lack of essential protein interactions. To date,
there has been no comprehensive examination of CTD-related proteins across the eukaryotic domain to determine which of
its identified functions are correlated with strong stabilizing selection on CTD structure. Here we report a comparative
investigation of genes encoding 50 CTD-associated proteins, identifying putative homologs from 12 completed or nearly
completed eukaryotic genomes. The presence of a canonical CTD generally is correlated with the apparent presence and
conservation of its known protein partners; however, no clear set of interactions emerges that is invariably linked to con-
servation of the CTD. General rates of evolution, phylogenetic patterns, and the conservation of modeled tertiary structure
of capping enzyme guanylyltransferase (Cgt1) indicate a pattern of coevolution of components of a transcription factory
organized around the CTD, presumably driven by common functional constraints. These constraints complicate efforts to
determine orthologous gene relationships and can mislead phylogenetic and informatic algorithms.
Introduction
Transcription of protein-encoding genes in eukaryotes
is an elaborate process involving a myriad of coordinated
functions. Growing evidence indicates that this coordination
occurs in large subnuclear complexes called ‘‘transcrip-
tion factories’’ or ‘‘transcriptosomes’’ (Halle andMeisterernst
1996; Iborra et al. 1996), where the diverse proteins required
for synthesis of a complete and functional mRNA are
brought together (Howe 2002; Zorio and Bentley 2004).
These subnuclear compartments are dynamic but structur-
ally stable, recruiting active genes into preassembled tran-
scription and processing centers (Osborne et al. 2004). At
the core of the machinery of the transcription factory is
RNA polymerase II (RNAP II) and its repetitive C-terminal
domain (CTD).
The RNAP II CTD comprises a series of seven amino
acid repeats; different organisms have varied numbers of
repeats (e.g., 52 in mammals, 26–28 in yeast), but the
‘‘canonical’’ sequence (tandemly arrayed heptapeptides
with the consensus Y1-S2-P3-T4-S5-P6-S7) is conserved
across diverse eukaryotes (Corden 1990; Stiller and Hall
2002). The CTD has been described alternatively as a
‘‘landing pad’’ or a ‘‘symphony conductor’’; it coordinates
a wide variety of interactions with proteins needed to
transcribe a typical eukaryotic gene and then process
the resulting message (Bentley 1999, 2002; Hirose and
Manley 2000; Howe 2002; Zorio and Bentley 2004). In this
role it is a key organizing center for the transcriptosome
(Carty and Greenleaf 2002; Howe 2002). Evidence of
additional and highly specific protein interactions with
the CTD in both mammals and yeast, a number not directly
related to transcription, suggests that CTD is a center for
the organization of general nuclear function (Carty and
Greenleaf 2002; Phatnani, Jones, and Greenleaf 2004).
Given the importance of the CTD for coordinating
RNAP II transcription and very likely other essential func-
tions it comes as no surprise that its consensus sequence, re-
petitivenature, andmanyof itskey roleshavebeenconserved
from yeast tomammals (Corden 1990; Riedl and Egly 2000;
Maniatis andReed2002;PalancadeandBensaude2003). It is
alsonot surprising that canonicalCTDheptadsare conserved
strongly in many other eukaryotic groups, for which tran-
scriptional processes are not well characterized (Stiller and
Hall 2002; Stiller andCook 2004). Broad-scale comparisons
of the RNAP II largest subunit (RPB1), however, show that
the CTD has been permitted to degenerate in a number of
protistan groups; in some cases, little or no evidence of a
repetitive heptapeptide structure remains. In phylogenetic
analyses of RPB1 sequences, eukaryotes in which the CTD
is conserved generally are recovered as a unique evolu-
tionary group, suggesting that they share a single common
ancestor (Stiller and Hall 2002). Moreover, the level of
degeneration of the CTD found in most organisms outside
this grouping is incompatible with essential RNAP II
function in yeast (Stiller and Cook 2004). These combined
evolutionary and genetic analyses suggest that major dif-
ferences in RNAP II transcription, perhaps the coalescence
of the transcriptosome itself, are responsible for the phy-
logenetic pattern of CTD conservation observed; however,
the specific protein interactions responsible for these evo-
lutionary differences have not been investigated.
MostCTD-associated proteins havebeen identified and
investigated functionally only in animals and/or yeast and
very little is known for other eukaryotes. Thus far, more than
50 proteins have been reported to interact with the CTD,
mostly from biochemical and genetic studies (see Supple-
mentary Table 1, Supplementary Material online). In addi-
tion, structures of three proteins in complex with CTD
heptapeptides have been determined: capping enzyme
(CE) guanylyltransferase (GTase) (Cgt1) (Fabrega et al.
2003), pre-mRNA cleavage complex II protein (Pcf11)
(Meinhart andCramer2004), andpeptidyl-proline isomerase
(Pin1) (Verdecia et al. 2000). These combined data
provide the basis for a comprehensive investigation of
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the evolutionary distribution and conservation of CTD-
associated proteins and their relationship to the differential
pattern of conservation of the CTD across the eukaryotic do-
main.Herewe report a surveyof12completedornearlycom-
pletedeukaryoticgenomesforputativehomologsofallgenes
with products known to interact with the CTD in animals or
yeast.This includeseightgenomesfromlineages inwhichthe
CTD is conserved strongly and four from organisms outside
these groups. These sequences are examined for specific
evidence of correlated evolution that can help to explain
the phylogenetic distribution of conserved CTD heptads
and provide insights into the overall evolution of the
RNAP II transcription factory.
Materials and Methods
Database Searches
Twelve complete or nearly complete eukaryotic
genomes were investigated, including animals (Homo
sapiens [Hs], Drosophila melanogaster [Dm], and Caenor-
habditis elegans [Ce]), green plants (Arabidopsis thaliana
[At] and Oryza sativa [Os]), yeasts (Saccharomyces cere-
visiae [Sc] and Schizosaccharomyces pombe [Sp]), micro-
sporidia (Encephalitozoon cuniculi [Ec]), red algae
(Cyanidioschyzon merolae [Ce]), and three parasitic pro-
tists (Plasmodium falciparum [Pf], Trypanosoma brucei
[Tb], and Giardia lamblia [Gl]).
The proteins included in this study are shown in figure
1 with details provided in Supplementary Table 1 (Supple-
mentary Material online). TBlastN, BlastP, and PSI-Blast
searches for these sequences (Altschul et al. 1997) were un-
dertaken at the National Center for Biotechnology Informa-
tion (NCBI; www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast) using NCBI
databases at default parameters, including the nonredundant
protein sequence database. Searches employed an E value
inclusion threshold of 0.01, and composition-dependent
statistics were used with PSI-Blast (Schaffer et al. 2001).
Additional Blast searches used organism-specific sites to
help in identifying potentially divergent homologs by
reducing the size of target databases and increasing
optimization of search parameters for a given genome;
these included http://merolae.biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/blast/blast.
html (for C. merolae), http://www.plasmodb.org/plasmodb/
servlet/sv?page5blast (forP.falciparum),http://www.genedb.
org/genedb/tryp/blast.jsp (for T. brucei), and http://gmod.
mbl.edu/perl/site/giardia?page=intro (for G. lamblia).
Both yeast and human sequences were used in separate
queries to increase the probability of identifying divergent
orthologs and to confirm that the two sequences did not pro-
duce different nearest matches. To support putative homol-
ogies detected by the initial Blast searches, inferred amino
acid sequences were used as queries in reciprocal TBlastN
searches to verify that they preferentially retrieved the
original query sequences. Each unannotated sequence
recovered was also queried against established domain
models using the conserved domain search in PSI-Blast
(Marchler-Bauer and Bryant 2004) to assure that it most
closely matched the protein family used to find it initially.
Multiple sequencealignments (availableupon request) using
ClustalW (Thompson, Higgins, and Gibson 1994) were per-
formed to further support putativehomologiesbyconfirming
conservation of core protein domains and that Blast similar-
ities did not simply reflect single-domain homologies,
but rather extended across the broader range of the target
sequence.
Sequence Comparisons and Phylogenetic Analyses
Proteinpairwisedistanceswere calculatedwithProtdist
(Felsenstein 1989, PHYLIP version 3.573) under an invari-
able site 1 discrete C rate model (four discrete category
estimate) and a Jones-Taylor-Thornton (JTT) substitution
matrix with maximum-likelihood parameters calculated in
Tree-Puzzle (Strimmer and von Haeseler 1996). Phyloge-
netic analyses on universally present proteins were per-
formed using Bayesian inference when needed (MrBayes
3.0 b4,Huelsenbeck andRonquist 2001). Four simultaneous
Markov chains were run, also under an invariable 1 C rate
model anda JTTsubstitutionmatrix.Fourchains,oneheated,
were run for 106 generations, beginningwith random a priori
FIG. 1.—The apparent distribution of the 50 CTD-associated proteins in genomes of 12 organisms compared to the pattern of conservation of the
RNAP II CTD. Some of these proteins are grouped based on their combined interactions with the CTD, resulting in 41 columns. The phylogenetic tree of
the organisms was recovered from sequences of RPB1. White dots in the first column indicate conservation of the CTD in that organism and in its broader
associate taxonomic lineage when known. Black dots in all other columns indicate that the specific sequence was recovered from the respective genome.
The three designated categories for patterns of distribution among these proteins are discussed at length in the text.
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trees. Trees were sampled from the posterior probability
distribution every 100 generations. The first 105 genera-
tions were considered the required ‘‘burn-in,’’ after which
the tree probabilities clearly had converged on a stable
range of values. They were excluded from analyses of
Bayesian posterior probabilities; thus, a total of 9,000
trees were examined to determine the 50% majority-rule
consensus tree and Bayesian support values. In addition,
1,000 distance (Protdist 1 Neighbor) bootstrap replicates
were performed in PHYLIP version 3.573 (Felsenstein
1989), also using a JTT substitution matrix.
Homology Modeling of CE Structures
Protein tertiary structure of CE was predicted using the
alignment mode in Swiss-Model (http://swissmodel.
expasy.org//SWISS-MODEL.html), an automated protein
homology modeling server (Schwede et al. 2003). In
producing alignments for inference of structural homology,
CE sequences from each of the 12 genomes examined were
specified as respective target sequences and the sequence of
RNA GTase (Cgt1) from Candida albicans as the corre-
sponding template (accession number P78587, Protein Data
Bank (PDB) code lp16). The server then built the best ter-
tiary model for each of the 12 sequences, and the structure
coordinate files of the predicted models were visualized, an-
alyzed, and manipulated using the DeepView program
(Swiss-PDB Viewer). Three-dimensional structural images
were produced and homologous positions (based on the best
iterative alignment) to those known to interact with the CTD
in C. albicans were identified on each tertiary model.
To access reliability and quality of predicted models,
WHATCHECK reports (WHAT IF package: Vriend 1990;
Hooft et al. 1996) were obtained from the Swiss-model
server. As a further control for prediction reliability, we used
the C. albicans Cgt1 structure to predict the Chlorella virus
GTase structure, and then compared the predicted model to
the experimentally determined structure, accession number
Q84428, PDB code 1CKM (Håkansson et al. 1997). All pre-
dicted models were analyzed by distance-matrix alignment
(DALI: Holm and Park 2000) to ascertain the similarity of
each to the C. albicans template; values were determined
for Z score (the strength of similarity of the best domain-
domain alignment), the number of structurally aligned
residues, the root mean square deviation (RMSD) over lali
equivalenced C-alpha atoms in rigid-body superimposition,
and sequence identity over the aligned positions.
Models generally were good fits to the template based
onWHATCHECK statistics (Supplementary File 1, Supple-
mentary Material online), and root mean square differences
between predicted and template structure (Supplementary
Table 2, Supplementary Material online) were all within
the range of empirical comparisons of known protein homo-
logs (Chothia andLesk 1986). The lP16 templatewas able to
resolve the core domains of Chlorella virus GTase; how-
ever, based on RMSD scores the match between predicted
model and template was closer than between the two exper-
imentally determined structures (Supplementary Table 2,
Supplementary Material online), and some differences
can be seen between the predicted and actual structures
(Supplementary Fig. 1, Supplementary Material online).
This reflects the limitation of the RMSD calculation, which
compares only protein regions in which the general fold
of the polypeptide chains is similar (common core);
regions where they differ substantially are not reflected in
RMSD scores (Chothia and Lesk 1986). For these reasons,
homologymodels may not fully predict the tertiary structure
of a given protein, but they do provide clearmeasures of how
well each sequence can be fit to the known structure of
CE from C. albicans, a member of the ‘‘CTD clade.’’
Results and Discussion
Overall Genome Content and Relationship to
Conservation of the CTD
Proteins known to have biochemical or genetic inter-
actionswith the RNAP II CTDwere collected through a sys-
tematic survey of the literature. We identified 50 proteins or
protein complexes that have been reported to bind or inter-
act with the CTD in humans and/or yeast. A number of
these interact as groups, resulting in a total of 41 targets
for our comparative analyses (fig. 1). This list is necessarily
incomplete as additional CTD-protein interactions continue
to be identified (e.g., Phatnani, Jones, and Greenleaf 2004).
Detailed descriptions, including nomenclature and func-
tional information, are provided in Supplementary Table
1 (Supplementary Material online). Database searches were
used to recover potential homologs from all 12 genomes
studied. Cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) represent a large
family of proteins with a complex evolutionary history and
were the subject of a prior detailed investigation to estimate
orthologous relationships (Guo and Stiller 2004). Other
than CTD-directed CDKs and with the exception of
Naf1 from Plasmodium (see Discussion below), all other
searches either returned a clear nearest match well above
our designated threshold (poorest E value was capping en-
zyme guanylyltransferase (CEG) from T. brucei at 6 3
104) or produced no match close to the E 5 0.01 cutoff
value. Putative homologies were further examined as de-
scribed underMaterials and Methods, and the phylogenetic
distribution of each sequence was compared to the pattern
of CTD conservation; the results are summarized in figure
1. Based on these comparative analyses, we grouped pro-
teins associated with the CTD into three loose categories:
(1) proteins that appear to be conserved across the broad
range of eukaryotes, with or without a conserved CTD;
(2) those with a pattern of distribution similar to that of
the conserved CTD; and (3) those identified in only one
or a narrow range of genomes.
Category 1: Universal Proteins
Among theCTD-associated proteins analyzed, 10were
found universally in the 12 eukaryotic genomes examined
(fig. 1). Four others, Supt4, Supt5, Naf1, and DNA Topo 1,
appear to be missing from one or several genomes but with
no obvious correlation to degeneration or loss of the RNAP
II CTD. Supt4 and Supt5 form a conserved protein complex
known asDRB sensitivity inducing factor in humans and are
associated with RNAP II transcription elongation (reviewed
in Hartzog, Speer, and Lindstrom 2002). Previous charac-
terizations of these proteins have suggested that homologs of
Supt5 also are present in most prokaryotes, based on signif-
icant similarity to NusG sequences in Bacteria and Archaea;
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however, no Supt4 homolog has been identified in prokar-
yotes (Ponting 2002; Hartzog 2003). In our Blast searches,
putative homologs of both Supt5 and Supt4 were found in
all eukaryotic genomes, with one exception; no sequence
with significant similarity to either protein was found in
Giardia. Likely explanations for the absence of Supt5
are either a high level of sequence divergence of a Giardia
homolog from other eukaryotes or complete loss of the
gene from Giardia. Either explanation could also apply
to Supt4; however, Giardia has been argued to
be among the earliest diverging eukaryotic lineages, dis-
playing putatively transitional stages in its transcriptional
systems interpreted as ‘‘prokaryotic properties’’ (Best et al.
2004). In this light, an absence of Supt4 in Giardia could
represent the ancestral eukaryotic condition; genomic sam-
pling of other excavate taxa (Dacks et al. 2001) will help
to determine which of these explanations is most likely.
DNA Topo I also was not detected in Giardia or in
the microsporidian Encephalitozoon; the latter has been
argued to be closely related to fungi (Baldauf et al. 2000;
Keeling andFast 2002; fig. 1). Strongly conservedhomologs
of this topoisomerase were recovered from all other eukar-
yotes. Eukaryotic DNA Topo I belongs to a different sub-
family of enzymes from eukaryotic DNA Topo III and
bacterial Topos I and III (Corbett and Berger 2004). Blast
searches of all bacterial and archaeal sequences available
in GenBank, using human DNA Topo I as the query, recov-
ered no significant matches. Reciprocal searches, querying
all eukaryotic genomes with both Escherichia coli DNA
Topos I and III, returned significant matches to homologs
of human DNA Topo III but not to the putative DNA Topo
I included in our investigation. An absence of DNA Topo I
fromGiardia could be interpreted as further evidence of this
organism’s ancestral position among eukaryotes; however,
the fact that DNA Topo I was not recovered from Encepha-
litozoon suggests that it could have been lost independently
from both of these highly reduced and modified parasites.
Likewise, no potential homolog of Naf1 (Dez et al.
2002) was found in Encephalitozoon or Giardia. One se-
quence from P. falciparum was retrieved at E 5 0.002,
above our cutoff for initial Blast screens; however, a con-
served domain search using this sequence identified it as
containing the Gar1 domain, and reciprocal PSI-Blast
and TBlastN searches recovered Gar1 homologs from
the other organisms in our study with E values between
2 3 1020 (Arabidopsis) and 2 3 109 (Giardia). Gar1
is a component of box H/ACA small nucleolar ribonculeo-
protein particle, and Naf1 was identified originally based on
core domain similarities to Gar1 (Fatica, Dlakic, and Toll-
ervey 2002). No other significant match for Naf1 was found
in the P. falciparum genome, suggesting that its homolog is
absent or has diverged even beyond the point of the more
distantly related Gar1 protein family.
Although some of these category 1 ‘‘universal’’ pro-
teins were not found in one or several highly divergent para-
sites, they appear to be present in all other completed
eukaryotic genomes examined (fig. 1), including those out-
side the CTD clade. Consistent with this strong conserva-
tion, most of these proteins function in processes that are
central to the biology of the cell (Supplementary Table 1,
Supplementary Material online). Considering their core
functions and widely conserved distributions, these CTD-
associated proteins must have existed before the origin of
the CTD or at least before its primary structure of tandemly
repeated canonical heptads came under intense stabilizing
selection. When the CTD and its integrated function in
RNAP II transcription emerged, these proteins appeared to
have been incorporated into CTD-based transcription and
processing centers. Once this occurred, they likely came
under different functional constraints as they coevolved
with the CTD and other proteins in the transcriptosome,
perhaps even becoming codependent over the course of
their common evolutionary history. A further investigation
of such evolutionary coconservation with the CTD is
presented and discussed in a separate section below.
One additional noteworthy result of our investigation
of this category of proteins involves Pfs2, which is a critical
factor for 3# end mRNA processing in yeast (Zhao, Hyman,
and Moore 1999). CstF50 in humans was proposed to be
homologous to Pfs2 based on their comparable functions
and the common presence of WD repeat sequences (Gross
and Moore 2001). However, another WD repeat protein
(WDC146) from humans is recovered as the sequence with
greatest similarity to Pfs2 (with E value 1 3 1070) in our
Blast searches. In contrast, human CstF50 is not detected
within the cutoff E value of 0.01. Furthermore, when we
used human CstF50 in a reciprocal Blast search, yeast
Pfs2 was not recovered. We also detected apparent ortho-
logs of Pfs2 in all organisms sampled in this study, whereas
CstF50 was found only in animals and plants. WDC146 has
been implicated in cytodifferentiation and/or DNA recom-
bination, but no function in pre-mRNA cleavage has been
identified thus far (Ito et al. 2001). Combined with results
from the mechanistic studies discussed above, our genome
comparisons suggest that the functional homologs of
CstF50 in humans and plants are not the evolutionary
homologs of yeast Pfs2.
Interestingly, this is the same evolutionary pattern of
orthology seen in eukaryotic CEs (Shuman 2002). The
fungal CE comprises a separately encoded triphosphatase
(TPase) and GTase; however, metazoan and plant CEs con-
sist of an RNA TPase fused to a GTase. Furthermore, the
primary structure and mechanisms of CE TPase in animals
and plants are quite different from those in fungi and other
eukaryotes (Shuman 2002; Hausmann et al. 2005). Broader
scale comparative genomics suggest that these unique
architectures of Pfs2 and CE, shared between animals
and green plants, reflect a generally greater similarity of
proteins involved in RNA metabolism in these two groups
(Anantharaman, Koonin, and Aravind 2002).
Category 2: Sequences That Roughly Correlate with
a Conserved CTD
Twelve proteins or complexes have the same or very
similar apparent phylogenetic distributions as the con-
served RNAP II CTD (fig. 1). Consistent with this similar-
ity, all these proteins are specifically related to transcription
or mRNA processing. At least several, CDK7, CDK8,
and Fcp1, appear to be CTD specific in their functions
(Licciardo et al. 2001; Prelich 2002) (see details and refer-
ences in Supplementary Table 1, Supplementary Material
online).
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The general level at which this group of proteins
correlates with a conserved CTD is illustrated by the family
of CTD-directed CDKs (fig. 1). Both CDK7 and CDK9
were identified in all organisms containing a canonical
RNAP II CTD but were generally not found in most organ-
isms outside that group. For example, although the CTD
appears to be under relaxed selection and has been allowed
to degenerate in most red algae (Stiller and Hall 1998),
Cyanidioschyzon contains an apparent ortholog of
CDK7. A CDK7 homolog also was proposed for Giardia
based on its nearest similarity to yeast CDK7 in a compari-
son among CDKs of the two species (Liu and Kipreos
2002); however, neither this sequence nor any other from
Giardia, Trypanosoma, or Plasmodium shows affinity for
CDK7 in more broad-scale phylogenetic analyses of CDKs
(Guo and Stiller 2004). In contrast, the putative CDK7 or-
tholog from red algae branches at the base of the CDK7
family in updated phylogenetic analyses (unpublished data).
Based on both Blast similarities and detailed phyloge-
netic analyses (Guo and Stiller 2004), apparent orthologs of
CDK9 are present in both Cyanidioschyzon and Plasmo-
dium. In contrast, the third CTD-directed kinase, CDK8,
appears to be restricted to organisms in which the CTD
is strongly conserved (see first column in fig. 1); however,
it is not found in the microsporidian parasite Encephalito-
zoon, which does have a conserved CTD and nests tightly
within the CTD clade (fig. 1; see Stiller and Cook 2004).
Thus, the presence or absence of CTD-directed CDKs is not
sufficient to explain differences in conservation of the
RNAP II CTD among different eukaryotic taxa.
The remaining proteins in this category show similar
patterns of loose but imperfect correlation with the con-
served CTD. In fact, of the entire set of protein sequences
analyzed in this study, the only one that strictly correlates
with a conserved CTD is ELP4, a component of the Elon-
gator complex (Kim, Lane, and Reinberg 2002; Shilatifard,
R. C. Conaway, and J. W. Conaway 2003). Other protein
sequences that make up Elongator were identified in all
eukaryotes (ELP3) or at least in red algae (ELP1–2), and
two components (ELP5 – 6) were not detected in Encepha-
litozoon (fig. 1). One of the most interesting aspects of this
category of sequences is that, with the exception of ELP4,
the same sequences appear to be present/absent in red algae
and the microsporidia. The microsporidia are an unusual
group of organisms; they have the most highly reduced
genomes of all eukaryotes and an extreme reduction of
their core molecular machinery (Peyretaillade et al. 1998;
Keeling and Fast 2002). For example, the small subunit
of the ribosome has lost all but its most essential com-
ponents and is considerably smaller than the 16S subunit
present in prokaryotic cells (Vossbrinck et al. 1987). And
yet, despite their accelerated evolutionary rates and the
apparent selective pressure to miniaturize their molecular
machinery, all microsporidians examined to date have a
well-conserved RNAP II CTD.
It is tempting to use the microsporidia as a baseline for
determining which CTD-protein interactions are indispens-
able and therefore directly responsible for conferring
a strong stabilizing selection on CTD structure; however,
the similar distribution of CTD-related proteins in red
algae makes this straightforward argument untenable.
Rhodophytes display relatively slow rates of molecular
evolution (Stiller, Riley, and Hall 2001), yet show no evi-
dence of stabilizing selection on CTD primary structure
(Stiller and Hall 1998). Thus, our comparative data suggest
that at least two factors have been important in shaping the
current distribution of CTD-related proteins in eukaryotes:
one is stabilizing selection on certain key CTD-protein
functions or on protein-protein interactions indirectly asso-
ciated with the CTD (see below) and the other, evolutionary
forces that lead to accelerated overall rates of genome
evolution. The antithetical effects of these factors may
confound attempts to draw any direct correlation, at least
from comparative genomic data, between the presence of
a conserved CTD and a clearly defined set of core functions
that define a CTD-based transcription system. The interplay
between shared functional constraints and differences in
substitution probabilities also has important implications
for deep-level phylogenetic analyses, which are addressed
in a separate section below.
Category 3: Proteins with Opportunistic
CTD Interactions
We identified 24 CTD-related proteins that exhibit
a limited distribution in only one or several genomes. Many
of these sequences were identified in humans through ex-
tensivebiochemical searches for ‘‘phospho-CTD–associated
proteins’’ (PCAPs) (Carty and Greenleaf 2002). Conse-
quently,with the exception of Pta1 (detected only in budding
yeast), all these proteins are found in the human genome;
a number of them also were identified in one or both of
the other animals examined (fig. 1). Five of the sequences
have somewhat contradictory phylogenetic distributions.
Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 (PARP-1) was found in
all animals and plants and DNAMet1 in humans and plants.
In contrast, Scaf8, Nedd4, and NSD1 appear restricted to
animals and fungi (plusEncephalitozoon). These conflicting
distributions are symptomatic of a phylogenetic bipolarity of
evidence regarding relationships among animals, plants, and
fungi (Baldauf and Palmer 1993; Stiller 2004). Molecular
evidence tends to support a relationship between animals
and fungi or animals and plants but seldom between plants
and fungi.
The limited apparent distributions of proteins in this
category suggest that most have functions that are specific
to a restricted group of eukaryotes in which they are found.
For example, some are related to human diseases; P300/
CBP-associated factor (PCAF) is a coactivator of the tumor
suppressor P53 (Cho et al. 1998), and TIP30 is involved in
human immunodeficiency virus regulation (Xiao et al.
1998). As noted earlier, Carty and Greenleaf (2002) iden-
tified many of the sequences that are unique to humans
based on their highly specific binding affinities for the phos-
pho-CTD. Recent comparable analysis of the yeast
proteome resulted in a similar yield of PCAPs (Phatnani,
Jones, and Greenleaf 2004), and investigations of other
CTD-containing eukaryotes, such as Arabidopsis, undoubt-
edly will uncover specific PCAP interactions in these or-
ganisms as well. Their limited phylogenetic distributions
and more narrow functions suggest that many of these in-
teractions are opportunistic, originating after the CTD was
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canalized at the core of RNAP II transcription. Once pres-
ent, they may help to maintain stabilizing selection on CTD
structure; however, as a group they clearly cannot be in-
voked as a primary explanation for conservation or degen-
eration of the CTD across the broad diversity of eukaryotes.
Evolution of the CTD and Its Related Proteins
As discussed in Introduction, the primary motivation
for this investigation was an exploration, through compar-
ative genomics, of the differential pattern of conservation
of the RNAP II CTD across the eukaryotic domain. A
canonical CTD (tandem repeats of consensus sequence
YSPTSPS) is conserved strongly in only a subset of eu-
karyotic groups; all descended from a common ancestor
in phylogenetic trees based on RPB1 sequences (Stiller
and Hall 2002; Stiller and Cook 2004). If this CTD clade
represents a monophyletic evolutionary lineage, the origin
of a distinct set of coadapted CTD-protein interactions, per-
haps the transcriptosome itself, could be responsible for
conferring strong stabilizing selection on CTD structure.
In this case, we might expect to recover a core group of
CTD-protein interactions common to all members of the
CTD clade but absent from groups in which the CTD
has degenerated. Although the general correlation of a con-
served CTD with our category 2 proteins (fig. 1) is sugges-
tive of such a coalescent event, no definitive core set of
interactions emerged from our investigation.
Determining what set of protein interactions may be
responsible for evolutionary stabilization of CTD structure
is complicated by the fact that parasitic organisms have
been the primary focus of protistan genomics. These para-
sites tend to have much higher probabilities of molecular
substitution, which can lead to erroneous results from
phylogenetic, Blast, and other informatic approaches to
pairwise sequence comparisons. For example, in our prior
investigation of CTD-directed kinases, we uncovered a pat-
tern of correlated evolution of CDKs with the CTD (Guo
and Stiller 2004). It is not clear, however, whether this cor-
relation represents shared evolutionary history, shared
functional constraints, or a combination of the two. Both
CDK7 and CDK8 have roughly the same apparent distribu-
tion as the conserved RNAP II CTD (fig. 1). No clear or-
tholog of either was found in the genomes of ‘‘non-CTD’’
parasites Giardia, Trypanosoma, or Plasmodium (fig. 1).
Nevertheless, all these genomes contain sequences that
are not easily assigned to any CDK family. Some of them
could be orthologs of CDK7 or 8 that have undergone
extreme sequence divergence (similar to the degenerated
CTDs of these organisms) and which prevents them from
positioning properly in phylogenetic analyses of CDK
sequences (Guo and Stiller 2004).
In this investigation, a number of CTD-related pro-
teins appear to be missing from the same three parasitic
taxa. There are three explanations for this finding: first,
these organisms diverged from the eukaryotic tree before
the origin of each of the respective CTD-related proteins;
second, the proteins are still present but accelerated rates
of evolution mask their orthologous relationships to se-
quences of more slowly evolving eukaryotes; and finally,
the proteins were once present but have been lost from these
genomes completely, perhaps due to the absence of strong
stabilizing selection conferred by coadapted evolution with
the CTD. The similar distribution of category 2 sequences
in the red alga (relatively slow rate of molecular evolution,
but no conservation of CTD structure) and microsporidia
(fast molecular evolution, but with a strongly conserved
CTD) suggests that all these factors could help to explain
the imprecise correlations we found between the CTD and
its related proteins.
Because category 2 proteins could not be identified in
most ‘‘non-CTD’’ genomes, further comparative analyses of
coevolution with the CTD cannot be investigated with these
sequences. The same is not true for CTD-related proteins in
category 1, which generally were retrieved from all avail-
able genomes. Therefore, we examined this set of sequences
for evidence of coconservation with the RNAP II CTD.
Correlated Conservation of the CTD and
Its Related Proteins
Homologs of CDK1 appear to be present in all eukary-
otic genomes, sometimes as multiple copies, but reliable
orthologous relationships have not been established (Guo
and Stiller 2004). CE TPase in animals and plants is not
orthologous to capping enzyme triphosphatase (CET) from
fungi and other eukaryotes (Shuman 2002); as noted above,
we found the same to be true of CstF50/Pfs2 sequences. In
addition, homologs Naf1 and DNA Topo I were not
detected in several genomes (fig. 1). Consequently these
four proteins were excluded from our more detailed anal-
yses of category 1 sequences.
To examine whether overall evolutionary rates appear
to correlate with a conserved CTD, a matrix of maximum-
likelihood distances was calculated for each of the 10
putatively orthologous proteins identified (fig. 2A). Similar
to the pattern found for presence/absence of category 2
proteins, there is some evidence of a generally slower rate
of evolution in organisms with a strongly conserved CTD.
Just as for presence/absence data, however, the correlation
is complicated by apparently accelerated sequence evolu-
tion in all four parasitic taxa. Although most sequences
of the non-CTD parasites Giardia, Trypanosoma, and Plas-
modium are less conserved than those of CTD-clade organ-
isms, so are nearly all sequences from Encephalitozoon. In
contrast, sequences from the non-CTD red alga Cyanidio-
schyzon generally show comparable rates of evolution to
those in CTD-clade genomes (fig. 2A). Thus, an increase
in the overall rate of primary sequence evolution in
CTD-related proteins appears to correlate more with a par-
asitic lifestyle than with conservation of CTD structure.
There are interesting differences in the patterns of
sequence conservation among the 10 proteins examined.
Abd1, Spt4, Elp3, TBP, and MCM2 are strongly conserved
in all CTD-clade genomes, including Encephalitozoon, but
more highly divergent in the three protistan parasites. In
contrast, Erk1, SCP1, and CK2 have more constant mean
divergent rates in all organisms. This suggests that Abd1,
Spt4, Elp3, TBP, and MCM2 may be coevolving with the
CTD, under comparable functional constraints imposed by
interactions during the RNAP II transcription cycle. In con-
trast, the rates of evolution of Erk1, SCP1, and CK2 do not
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appear to correlate at all with conservation of the CTD
(fig. 2A). This is reasonable considering the transcription-
specific functions of the former five proteins, as opposed to
moreuniversal functionsof thelatter three(seeSupplementary
Table 1, Supplementary Material online). It also suggests
that interactions of the CTD with Erk1, SCP1, and CK2
may not be conserved across all members of the CTD clade.
The general evolutionary rates for Cyanidioschyzon
sequences are similar to those for members of the CTD
clade. In nearly all cases, the category 1 ortholog from
red algae is less divergent from humans than is the ortholog
from Encephalitozoon (fig. 2A), although the latter is be-
lieved to have a closer evolutionary relationship to the an-
imal kingdom (Baldauf et al. 2000; Keeling and Fast 2002).
Despite the generally increased rates of molecular evolution
in parasites, which predominate over any stabilizing selec-
tion conferred by interactions with the CTD, some evidence
of correlated evolution appears to be present. A Bayesian
phylogenetic tree recovered from the nine category 1 pro-
teins also recovers the CTD clade (fig. 2B). This suggests
one of two things: these CTD-related proteins and RPB1
display the same actual historical pattern of evolution or
both have fallen under parallel functional constraints that
result in comparable but incorrect tree topologies. Two fac-
tors suggest that functional constraints rather than historical
signal may be driving both tree topologies. First, despite the
relatively slow rate of overall divergence of red algal se-
quences (fig. 2A), they deviate significantly from mean
amino acid composition in a v2 test (fig. 2B). Second,
the tree topologies recovered from both RPB1 and CTD-
related proteins differ from widely accepted eukaryotic
relationships based on phylogenetic analyses of other
gene sequences (see Baldauf 2003 for a thorough review).
The correlated evolution suggested by our bioin-
formatics comparisons requires more detailed analyses to
determine whether common functional constraints are,
indeed, leading to potentially erroneous phylogenetic
results. In particular, empirical evidence of conservation
of direct interactions, which parallel evolutionary patterns
recovered in comparative analyses, could provide clear
evidence of coevolutionary functional constraint between
the CTD and its related proteins. To date, three-dimensional
structure and specific physical interactions with the CTD
have been resolved for only one protein that is present
universally in the genomes under investigation: it is,
CE GTase.
Comparative Evolution of CE and the CTD
The primary sequences of CEs are relatively variable
among all organisms in our investigation (fig. 2A). Their
core functions, however, are highly conserved. Therefore,
we undertook an investigation of structural conservation at
both the primary and tertiary levels and whether they cor-
relate with conservation of the CTD. The crystal structure
of RNA GTase (Cgt1) from C. albicans, complexed with
the RNAP II CTD heptapeptide repeats, has been solved
to 2.7 Å (Fabrega et al. 2003). This provides a template
for predicting CE structures in other organisms. We used
homology modeling to examine how well CEs from the
12 organisms included in our study conform to the known
C. albicans Cgt1 template structure.
Ultimately, reliable three-dimensional structures must
be determined empirically for each protein. Nevertheless,
our computational comparisons yielded provocative results.
Primary structures, including residues forming known
CTD docking sites (CDS), do not show a correlation of
conservation with the RNAP II CTD; however, the overall
fit of predicted tertiary structures do. Twenty specific CDS
residues were determined from the crystal structure of C.
albicans RNA Cgt1 complexed with the CTD (Fabrega
et al. 2003). We aligned Cgt1 orthologs from C. albicans
FIG. 2.—Sequence evolution of CTD-related proteins from category
1. (A) The matrix of maximum-likelihood distances from 10 of category 1
proteins calculated with Protdist (PHYLIP version 3.573) under an invari-
able site 1 discrete C rate model (four discrete category estimate) and
a JTT substitution matrix with maximum-likelihood parameters calculated
in Tree-Puzzle. For convenience, divergences are plotted against the
human ortholog, which accounts for the small relative divergence of se-
quences from the other two animals. The non-CTD organisms are shown
in lighter shades to distinguish from the CTD-clade organisms. (B) Con-
sensus tree based on nine category 1 proteins recovered from Bayesian and
maximum-likelihood analyses, with results of a v2 test for deviation from
average amino acid composition. Support values for each node from
Bayesian inference and distance bootstrap are shown on the left and right
of the slash, respectively. A star designates where both values are 100%.
Organisms with sequences that failed v2 test are shown in red.
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and all organisms sampled in this study (fig. 3A); in most
cases CDS residues lie near strongly conserved domains
and can be aligned with reasonable confidence. This means
that the relative locations of these residues within each pre-
dicted tertiary structure of Cgt1 are identifiable as well.
The tertiary position of each CDS residue identified in
C. albicans (Fabrega et al. 2003) is shown in figure 3B.
Despite the lack of evidence for correlated evolution
between the CTD and specific CDS residues, homologs
from all members of the CTD clade fit the known structure
of C. albicans Cgt1 across the full lengths of their se-
quences. The same is not true, however, for non-CTD
organisms. A clear overall correlation between conserva-
tion of tertiary structure and presence of a canonical
CTD can be seen in figure 4. The predicted structures of
all eight CTD-clade CEs can be superimposed simulta-
neously onto the C. albicans structure, with little evident
deviation (individual superimposed structures are provided
in Supplementary Fig. 2, Supplementary Material online).
This includes the structure from the microsporidian Ence-
phalitozoon, which is among the fastest evolving sequences
at the primary level (fig. 2A). All four sequences from ‘‘non-
CTD’’ organisms, including several that display lower
apparent rates of primary sequence divergence than Ence-
phalitozoon (fig. 2A), show deviations from the predicted
three-dimensional structure (fig. 4).Additional loops, sheets,
or longer unmodeled segments in each of these sequences
prevent complete superimposition on the C. albicans three-
dimensional model (fig. 4A) or onto each other (fig. 4B).
Interestingly, the overall architecture of the regions of
Cgt1 that contact CTD residues (Fabrega et al. 2003), as
well as spatial arrangements of CDS residues themselves,
is generally conserved in all organisms whether or not the
RNAP II CTD is present (fig. 3C).
Despite the overall conservation of fit among predicted
CE tertiary structures from CTD-clade organisms, there is
no obvious connection between chemical properties of
CDS residues and the presence of conserved CTD. On
the sequence alignment showing CDS positions, only
a few sites (R140 and L163 in fig. 3A) are even reasonably
conserved. This is true universally, as well as among se-
quences from CTD-clade organisms. Moreover, with the
possible exception of R140, there is no indication of a cor-
relation between chemical properties of CDS residues and
the presence of a canonical CTD (fig. 3B). In fact, despite
the remarkable overall match of predicted Cgt1 tertiary
structures among CTD-clade organisms (fig. 4), at least
one CDS residue from C. albicans (D175) appears to have
been lost in animals (fig. 3).
The suggestion of stronger tertiary conservation of CE
inmembers of theCTDclade is intriguing, particularly given
the lack of conservation of individual CDS sites known
from C. albicans. Both genetic and structural evidences
indicate a large amount of flexibility in binding of the
CTD by associated proteins (Verdecia et al. 2000; Fabrega
et al. 2003; Greenleaf 2003; Meinhart and Cramer 2004;
Stiller and Cook 2004). Conformation of heptapeptides
bound in solution by yeast Pcf11 show that the phospho-
CTD does not present a preformed structure, but rather is
bound by an induced fit to the specific structure of the
Pcf11 docking site (Noble et al. 2005). This flexibility is
consistent with the requirement of the CTD to bind a diverse
array of proteins.
Ironically, the need for remarkable flexibilitymay actu-
ally help to explain strong conservation of the canonical
CTD sequence. Large numbers of individual substitutions
or certain individual changes could cause the CTD to take
on an ordered tertiary structure, even when it is not bound
to one of its protein partners. Such a preordered struc-
ture would reduce or eliminate CTD flexibility and could
prevent induced fit binding to one or more CTD-related
proteins. A requirement for induced binding to many differ-
ent proteins may account for strong selection on a tandemly
repeated YSPTSPS sequence, which can be phosphorylated
and dephosphorylated without losing structural flexibility.
Thus, presence of significant deviations from this sequence
in some organisms could reflect reduced CTD-binding
requirements and therefore reduced selection on CTD
flexibility.
What Accounts for Differential Conservation of
the CTD?
The overall results of our bioinformatic investigations
of CTD-related proteins and CE specifically indicate that
mechanical flexibility extends to the overall evolution of
CTD-protein interactions. There is general evidence of evo-
lutionary conservation correlated with the presence of a ca-
nonical CTD; however, the specific bases of this correlation
are not clear. The only CTD-related protein that appears
strictly correlatedwith the canonical CTD isELP4, a compo-
nent of Elongator; but other components of Elongator also
are found in Cyanidioschyzon or, in the case of ELP3, in
other non-CTD organisms as well. Although it would seem
too simplistic an explanation, it is possible that the coales-
cence of Elongator as a CTD-related complex was the final
piece of the puzzle responsible for conferring strong stabiliz-
ing selection on CTD structure. A determination of the roles
of ELP1–3 in non-CTD organisms could verify whether
a shift in their functions accompanied strong evolutionary
conservation of the CTD.
Given the apparent flexibility of CTD-protein interac-
tions, both functionally and through time, we think the ex-
planation for evolutionary conservation of the CTD is
unlikely to be the canalization of one particular function.
It is far more likely that the CTD came under strong stabi-
lizing selection only when its cumulative role in RNAP II
transcription and processing reached some critical mass of
coadapted functions.Once so fully integrated into theRNAP
II transcription cycle, strong selection on these coadapted
functions, as a group, would have prevented the CTD
from breaking down. There is confirmatory evidence for
this hypothesis from observations that higher order collec-
tive interactions increase the efficiency of protein functions
using the CTD as a docking platform (Noble et al. 2005).
This suggests that the structure of the CTD is strongly con-
served only when it lies at the core of a transcription factory
or transcriptosome, orchestrating a large group of interde-
pendent protein-protein interactions. Elaborations may be
added in some organisms and individual parts lost in others,
but the infrastructure of the factory must remain intact to
confer viable RNAP II transcription.
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FIG. 3.—Comparative analyses of Cgt1 orthologs. (A) Multiple sequence alignment of core domains of Candida albicans RNA GTase (Cgt1) and
orthologs from all organisms sampled in this study using CHROMA and a 75% consensus. The CTD-clade organisms are shaded light blue. Conserved
residues are shown in green and the CDS in yellow. The positions and identities of each CDS annotated on the alignment are based on C. albicans Cgt1.
(B) The tertiary position and chemical properties of each CDS residue identified in C. albicans Cgt1. The CTD clade is shaded light blue. Designation of
general animo acid properties are as follows: green represents nonpolar, blue represents basic, red represents acidic, and orange represents uncharged
polar. (C) The predicted structures of human and Giardia GTase, with CDS sites highlighted, compared to the C. albicans Cgt1 template structure.
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The hypothesis that the presence of a coadapted tran-
scriptosome is responsible for maintaining a canonical
CTD is consistent with the results of our comparative anal-
yses of the evolution ofCE, that is, the apparent conservation
of overall Cgt1 tertiary structure without simultaneous evi-
dence for conservation of CTD docking residues. What is
most interesting is that the conservation of the structure cor-
relatedwith the presence of theCTD is not inCDS regions or
in core function domains, but rather in apparent surface
regions thatmight encounter other transcription andprocess-
ing factors (fig.4).Thus, direct interactionsbetween theCTD
and CE do not appear to drive their correlated conservation
but, rather, the fact that both are evolving under the con-
straints imposed by a myriad of interactions within the tran-
scriptosome. This hypothesis also leads to a straightforward
and testable prediction: eukaryotic groupswithout a strongly
conserved RNAP II CTD also should not contain complex
transcription factories.
Red algae are an attractive group for testing this pre-
diction. As a whole, they do not exhibit the unusual modes
of sequence evolution typical of protistan parasites, and
they contain many of the components that collectively form
transcription factories when the CTD is present. If our hy-
pothesis is correct, there should be no transcriptosome in
red algae or in other eukaryotic groups with a degenerated
RPB1 C-termini. Should this prove to be the case, addi-
tional puzzles regarding the evolution of the CTD will
remain unanswered. What was the original function of
tandemly repeated heptapeptides, prior to coalescence of
transcriptosomes and why are large numbers of them pres-
ent in a handful of protists that do not fall within the CTD
clade? One possible answer to both questions could be that
the original role of repeated heptapeptides was to increase
the efficiency of cotranscriptional intron splicing. In groups
where heptad repeats were not recruited to coordinate other
transcriptional and nuclear functions, loss of introns would
have led to relaxed selection on CTD structure. This expla-
nation is consistent with the small amount of available in-
formation on organisms with tandemly repeated RPB1
heptapeptides outside the CTD clade (Stiller and Hall
2002), but far more data are needed to demonstrate that such
a correlation exists.
Finally, it is important to reiterate that inferences of
homology, both of primary sequences through Blast and
other search and alignment tools and tertiary structures
through homology modeling, must be confirmed by exper-
imental evidence. This seems particularly true for CTD-
protein interactions, which may be difficult to predict across
even closely related organisms. A further investigation of
the possible effects of functional constraints on computa-
tional inferences reinforces this caution.
Implications for Phylogenetic Analyses at Deep Levels
As noted above, the phylogenetic inference of a CTD
clade, including green plants but excluding red algae, is
inconsistent with results emerging from broad-scale se-
quence-based molecular phylogenies (Baldauf 2003).
Initially, strong support for an earlier evolutionary diver-
gence of the Rhodophyta in RPB1 phylogenies was consid-
ered to be a significant problem (Delwiche and Palmer 1997)
for the hypothesis of an all-inclusive Kingdom Plantae
(Rhodophyta, Viridiplantae, Glaucocystophyta). This prob-
lem has been dismissed as a phylogenetic artifact in RPB1
sequences by most recent reviewers of algal and plant evo-
lution, and at present, the view that red algae and green
plants are sister groups is widely accepted; it even appears
in most recent biology textbooks (see, for example,
Campbell and Reece 2005).
If the hypothesis of a Superkingdom Plantae is correct,
then the recovery of a monophyletic RPB1 clade, contain-
ing all groups with a strongly conserved RNAP II CTD,
must be a phylogenetic ‘‘artifact.’’ Such an artifact could
be the result of functional constraints placed on the entire
RPB1 molecule and perhaps the RNAP II holoenzyme by
the presence of the CTD and stabilizing selection on its
interactions with multiple protein partners. The common
presence of so many coadapted functions could constrain
the number and types of individual substitutions permitted
in the RPB1 molecule, leading to parallel or convergent
FIG. 4.—Cgt1 structures mapped to the RPB1 phylogeny. (A) Super-
imposed tertiary structure of Candida Cgt1 and predicted structures from
each of the four non-CTD–clade organisms included in our study.Candida
Cgt1 is in blue and the predicted structure from specific organism is in
yellow. (B) On the left are superimposed structures from all eight CTD-
clade organisms onto Candida Cgt1, and on the right are superimposed
structures from the four non-CTD–clade organisms onto Candida Cgt1.
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primary sequence evolution in all groups with CTD-based
RNAP II transcription. In other words, recovery of a CTD
clade in RPB1 phylogenies could reflect parallel functions,
rather than a shared evolutionary history.
If functional constraints on CTD-based transcription
are causing RPB1 sequences to mislead tree-building algo-
rithms, then our results suggest that the problem extends to
proteins that interact with the CTD as well. The cumulative
tree-building signal from these proteins also strongly favors
the CTD clade in both Bayesian and maximum-likelihood
phylogenetic analyses (fig. 2) and extensive analyses of
CDKs reveal similar correlated patterns in trees produced
from RPB1 and CTD-directed CDK sequences (Guo and
Stiller 2004). Parallel functional constraints also could ex-
plain other incongruities found in comparative analyses of
transcription-related genes and general conclusions from
phylogenetic analyses of other sequences; for example, re-
covery of animals and plants as sister groups, with fungi as
the outlier in analyses of CE, as well as general proteomics
of RNA metabolisms (see fig. 2; Anantharaman, Koonin,
and Aravind 2002; Shuman 2002; Stiller 2004). Parallel
functional constraints in evolutionarily unrelated taxa can
dominate deep phylogenetic trees (Stiller and Hall 1999)
and could explain persistent and directional artifacts in-
ferred from a number of investigations of ancient evolution.
The possibility that functional constraints dominate
tree reconstruction algorithms raises a broader issue with
respect to currently accepted views of ancient evolution.
The inference that trees recovered from transcription-
related sequences are due to phylogenetic artifacts can
be made for two reasons. The first is the presence of detailed
information on interactions between the CTD and its pro-
tein partners, which provides a mechanistic explanation for
parallel constraint. It should be noted, however, that even
with such detailed information, the specific constraints on
primary sequence evolution are not necessarily evident. In
the case of CE, there is a correlation between conservation
of the CTD and fit of Cgt1 tertiary models to the solved
structure from C. albicans; however, there is no obvious
pattern of conservation of known CTD docking residues
(fig. 3B) that should lead to recovery of a CTD clade in
phylogenetic analyses of Cgt1 sequences (Stiller 2004).
The second basis for assuming phylogenetic artifacts in
RPB1 trees is that they conflict with previously established
relationships among major eukaryotic taxa. These prior
hypothetical relationships, however, are themselves based
almost exclusively on sequence-based phylogenetic analy-
ses. In most cases, little or no detailed information on func-
tional interactions that could affect tree reconstruction has
been available. The problem is only exacerbated as data
sets increase in size in large phylogenomic studies, where
virtually no functional data are available for most of the
genes and organisms under investigation. Moreover, com-
putational methods for incorporating such complex patterns
of sequence covariation into phylogenetic analyses are
under investigation but not yet available (Lockhart and
Steel 2005).
Thus, the argument that the trees shown in figures 1
and 2 in this study reflect phylogenetic artifacts becomes
somewhat circular. It could also be argued that the CTD
clade is a monophyletic evolutionary group and that
unknown functional constraints have misled tree-building
algorithms in other studies. In either case, the results of
our investigation of CTD interactions indicate that incor-
porating data on functional interactions may be critical
for determining the validity of tree topologies recovered
from sequence-based phylogenetic algorithms.
Conclusion
TheRNAP IICTDhasproven tobe a remarkablyuseful
and flexible structure for coordinating transcription-related
functions. This flexibility and multiplicity of related func-
tions can make it difficult to determine the precise role or
even the necessity of the CTD in specific processes. They
also complicate efforts to understand the evolution of the
CTD across the range of eukaryotic diversity, specifically
why it has been so strongly conserved in some groups
and permitted to degenerate in others. Nevertheless, our
investigation of complete genomes suggests a correlation
in conservation of the CTD and proteins with which they
interact. This likely reflects functional constraints imposed
by complex and largely uncharacterized interactions that re-
sult in parallel sequence evolution at primary and/or tertiary
levels. In the case of coadapted cellular machinery as diverse
as the transcriptosome, this parallel evolution may involve
sequences with no other obvious connection. This certainly
is true of many of the proteins shown to have highly specific
interactions with the phospho-CTD (Carty and Greenleaf
2002; Phatnani, Jones, andGreenleaf 2004). The impact that
parallel functional constraints have had on comparative
evolutionary investigations is unclear; however, our analy-
ses indicate that understanding these constraints may be
essential for accurately interpreting the results of phyloge-
netic and other informatic analyses.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary Figures 1 and 2, Supplementary Tables
1 and 2, and Supplementary File 1 cited in this study are
available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online
(http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/). All alignments and
coordinate files of predicted models for CE are available
from authors upon request.
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